
Physics    name _______________________________  period ____    Red Day Total Score _____ /100 
100pt FINAL TAKE HOME -- PART 1 (Packet 1 and 2)                                            12/(4-11)/17                
Tribe Day / RED Day is Monday 12/11/17          You can use your notebook for this FINAL !                     

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
 

1.2)(1pt)3.74 x 10-8Mm = ______________________________mm         1.3)(1pt) 0.0048 µs = _________________________________ ps

1.4)(2pts)What is the best way to write 8 x 1017 ns? _____________________________________

The following are from Packet 1 (50pts):

1.8) (4pts) You are running at ω = 3.0 x 10-7 rad/sec in relation 
to the center of the Earth.   How many meters will you have 
traveled if you keep moving with this angular velocity for three 

minutes?    Radius of the Earth = 6.37 x 106 m.

 1.6) (9pts) Graph the v vs. t slope (derivative) graph                        1.7) (10pts) Graph the v vs. t area (integral) graph

1.5.)(10pts) You are standing in a gust of wind that is accelerating towards you at -708,000 yds/min/hr.  How many mi/hr 
must you throw a wadded up piece of paper into the wind for it to have a displacement of ZERO meters during a 700.0 
millisec interval.  Hint: First determine, using known and wanted symbols, which orange equation you need. You might try 
Aaron's website.  www.physicsequationfinder.com   (5280 ft = 1 mi ) 

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes Answer:

Required Labeled 
drawing with #s and units

Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:
vo =

42pts



1.5) (10pts) Zach and Gray are stopped at the stoplight at Lindsey and Elm in Zach’s 77 Chevy Nova. Zach floors it in an attempt to 
impress a group of sorority girls. How many yards will the car move if he accelerates at a constant rate of 785 km/min/hr for 5.0s?  You 
must use GOLD STANDARD  to solve this problem. (HINT: This requires an Orange Equation)   (3 ft = 1 yd ; 0.305 m = 1 ft )
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2.1)  (12pts)   For the following graphs.
     Draw the other                    Draw the other                    Draw the next five
      accel vectors                     velocity vectors                                 displacement vectors

equation: a = ____     equation:   v  = _____  +  ______         equation:  x  = ______  +  _______ +  ______
                   In the blanks above, put in numbers, symbols, and units.
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2.7) (7pts) A particle confined to motion along the x axis 
moves with constant acceleration from x = 5.0 m   to 
x = 29.0 m during a 6.0 sec time interval. The velocity of 
the particle at x = 5.0 m is 8.0 m/s. What is the acceleration 
during this time interval? What is your isolated variable 
equation for acceleration?         Required labeled 
Drawing:

2.8) (7pts) A juiced up Crazy Joe Clayton jumps out of the stands at the 
OU-Georgia game in an atempt to block for Baker Mayfield on the final

 drive.  How  long does it take Joe to run 20 yards if his initial velocity 
onto the field is 8.0 ft/s and he accelerates at 4.0 ft/s/s?   You MUST 
use the orange  quadratic formula to solve this problem.
Required Labeled Drawing                     Show work below:             
        
           
   

1.8) (4pts) You are running at ω = 3.0 x 10-7 rad/sec in relation 
to the center of the Earth.   How many meters will you have 
traveled if you keep moving with this angular velocity for three 

minutes?    Radius of the Earth = 6.37 x 106 m.

1.9) (4pts) How many seconds will it take an ant to crawl 20 inches on 
the surface of a ball with a diameter of 15 inches if the ant’s angular 
speed is 400.0 milliradians per second?
First solve this using symbols:              Now solve it using numbers:

58pts
42pts



Physics    name _______________________________  period ____     Red Day Total Score _____ /125 
125pt FINAL TAKE HOME -- PART 2 (Packet 3)                                                    12/(6-13)/17                

 3.3.) (3pts) How many significant figures (siggies) are in the following measured numbers?

        456cm ± 3cm has ______ siggies               0.003 g ± 0.001g has _____ siggies               4.0456 L ± 3mL has ______ siggies

 3.4.) (5pts) How would you write the number two thousand with . . .
1 sig: ______________   2 sigs: ________________   3 sigs: ________________    4 sigs: ______________  5 sigs _____________

3.2a) (8pts) In an attempt to determine acceleration  due to gravity, Askey climbs 
4.00±0.01m up one of the sycamores on the west lawn and drops a basketball.  Zeke is 
on the ground and he uses the stop watch function on his phone to measure a free fall 
time of 0.91±0.15 seconds.  Show your work in determining the acceleration of the 
basketball using the correct number of significant figures in your final answer.  

58pts

     Tribe Day / RED Day is Wed. 12/13/17               You can use your notebook on TEST 3!                     

46pts

3.1a.) (6pts)  Plot two periods of the graph resulting 
from this equation:

3.1b.) (6pts)  Write the equation for the graph below: 
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3.6a.) (5pts) How much gravitational force is between the earth and the  International Space Station (ISS) orbiting 350 
km above the Earth. Constants you will need: Mass of the earth: 5.97 x 1024kg; Radius of the earth: 6.37 x 106m, Mass of 
the ISS: 420 Mg ;  G = 6.67 x 10-11 N•m2/kg2

             3.6b.) (4pts) So if that is the case, explain in at least 30 words and a drawing how these astronauts on the ISS   
                      can float around.

3.5.) (6pts) Discuss in at least 30 words, two labeled drawings with 
vectors, and one equation why we decided that you weigh less 
standing on the west side of my room than you do standing on the 
east side of my room. Here are the values of the accelerations due 
to gravity from Dr. Witten's $50,000 gravitometer    
East side: g = 9.8236498 m/s/s       West side:  9.8236425 m/s/s

3.2b)(3pts)  Show your work determining the percent error of your 
found acceleration value above to the true acceleration due to 
gravity:



3.9) (7pts)A nut falls off the bottom of 
Mr. Babb's model rocket that is rising 
straight up at a constant average rate of 
40 m/s. If the rocket was 35 m above 
the ground when the nut fell off, what 
will be the altitude (height above the 
ground) of the nut 1.80 sec after it came 
loose?

required labeled drawing:

 3.10.) (8pts) Sketch four of the seven different free fall trios we discussed: Label each axis with either y, vy, ay, or t.
               Situation #1: Situation #2       Situation #3                            Situation #4
         You drop a ball and         You throw a ball down                You throw a ball up.  It's            You throw a ball up. It reaches its apex 
         it lands below you.        and it lands below you.           caught before it reaches its apex         then is caught above you 1 sec later

y (m)

t (s)

3.11) (8pts) The position-time duration graph 
on the right (y vs. t) represents a ball being 
thrown straight up and eventually caught by 
someone above the thrower.  Show the velocity 
vector and the acceleration vector that are 
acting on the ball at each of the four different 
positions / time .  The length of the arrows is 
your choice, but they have to be correct relative 
to each other.  Show congruent symbols for the 
vectors that are equal to each other. 

39pts

3.7 (8pts) In at least 40 words and one labeled 
drawing, explain where the Earth got its rings 
and what happened to those rings:

3.8.) (8pts) Mason, in an attempt to gain an additional
20 bonus points for his fellow physics students travels to Pisa, Italy and throws a bowling 
ball downward off the 56 m tall Leaning Tower of Pisa with an initial speed
of 4.0 m/s. What is the ball's velocity halfway down?

Required labeled Drawing:



3.12) (15pts) The year is 2073.  You throw your iphone24 straight up at 14m/s to your 
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           robot butler who has his hand stuck out the 
window of the Ganymede hotel (Ganymede is a 
moon of Jupiter). The iphone24 rises to an apex 
height of 70m then falls back down into his hand 
8.0 seconds after the apex. Graph the path, 
velocity, and free fall acceleration of the phone.   
(Hint: First use the apex height and the initial 
velocity to draw the "ups" triangle 
(area = 1/2 b h) on the v vs. t graph)

3.14)(3pts) Crazy Joe lights the fuse on his 
vertical homemade rocket. Successful launch! 
The Highway Patrol officer determines that 
the tau time of the rocket was 6.2 sec.  What 
was the launch velocity in ft/s?

3.13b)(3pts) Use the same figure below 
left to determine the launch velocity of a 
rocket if an observer measures an apex 
angle of 33° from 150ft away. 

3.13a)(4pts) Show the steps to derive the green launch 
equation used when you only know ∆x and θ in the 
drawing.

θ

∆x 

apex

 3.15)  (15pts) The girl in the Jeep has a 
velocity function represented by the 
graph on the right. Graph what her 
position vs. time would look like. 

 Color in the three 
right triangles on 
the v vs. t  graph
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